Run 2311 Salisbury Hotel
Perplexing Plot or Fiendish Pharcup?
You have to be suspicious when you see a ‘stand-in’ hare sneak into the carpark scribble the hash
logo on the bitumen and quietly change into civilian clothes and disappear. There seems to be onion
layers of plot going on here so stay with me while we pare away at the various odorous theories.
Radar over many years has had a certain reputation as a hare. Some describe it as Pushup on
steroids. But lately with all the other issues on his plate like weddings he has been keeping a low
profile. Just the odd mud run or red dress run to keep his hand in (as Rolf Harris might say). Naturally
when one has a history of setting killer runs one expects that some runners like Vaso will avoid doing
the run and maybe do the walk instead. Now Radar has certainly cemented his ‘hare out of control’
reputation.
We know that the reason there are usually two hares setting a run is so that one can blame the other
when there is a stuff up. Radar’s first pick co-hare, Greasy Rider decided not to take a chance on
copping the blame and pulled out of the game very early on. Ever keen to help out on hash,
Tinkerbell offered to assist Radar but after seeing the full Radar plan also decided to avoid scrutiny
by slipping into the dark of the Salisbury Pub carpark. To his defence though he has provided a map
of the proposed run for all those who did not have a clue where they were (attached).
Now let us discuss the run. At the pre-amble Radar must have suspected something was not working
as he attempted school level bribery of the pack with chocolate biscuits. There also was the throwaway line ‘walkers just follow the runners’, and so they did. Some of them two or three times. It
seems that the walkers already struggled to reach the drink stop as the trail to that point passed
through some serious off-track bush. It was after the sherry shandy that the walkers really lost spirit
and direction.
Runners arrived back at the carpark and waited for the GM to arrive with the keys to his boot. They
waited and waited and fortunately F**knut was one of the earlier walkers to appear. Next were
Meatiwhore and Hi-Riser who could smell the hash esky from the hotel bar where they had spent
the last hour. After 20 minutes the walkers were still dribbling in with tales of passing the drink stop
three times.
The BH3 circle waits for no man so GM and stand-in Monk Multiple carried out a series of icings.
Irish was in there and most notable was Meatiwhore for winning the sand-shoe raffle by a devious
perversion of the rules. Meati started into a lengthy explanation involving three admissions of sin.
After number two the pack lost interest. Splat was enjoying the proceedings so much he forgot that
his old man Jackoff had not yet returned from the run/walk.
As Luftwafer was presented again with the SOTW shirt more walkers arrived. Virgin with tales of
wandering the length and breadth of Toohey Mountain and then Ron the Bomb stiff and sore. Twintub and Push-up, Layup and Dole-bludger all searching for the hash beer to quench their 10 or 12
km thirst. The most anger was expressed by Jack-off who had walked from Kessels Road to find not
even a soft drink was waiting for him.

Radar braved the disquiet of the pack as they adjourned to the bar. Food distracted them
temporarily but I am sure we have not heard the last on this issue.
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